Hi All,

To make an appointment for your Second exam:
   login into the following link and click
   on the "Test-Taker" button.

*** https://go.proctoru.com/registrations

The exam titled as "CS630/001 Second Exam" is added into ProcturU
platform for your CS630 section 001. This notice is a notification for the exam.
Please follow the instructions shown below. The ProctorU will send its own
invitation soon enough.

**To use ProctorU for online exam, you need to:**

1. have a laptop with a webcam or an external camera. If you don't have a
   webcam, borrow one.

2. Log into your account on ProctorU and reserve an appointment for the
   coming exam.

3. A late fee of $5 will be charged on you if you do not register 72 hours
   prior to the exam.

**Due to technique issues, you are asked to log into ProctorU earlier before
the exam can be started. How early?**

You will be asked to show your surroundings to ensure it is clean of extra
materials that might be used in the exam.

That’s the reason why you need a webcam, so you can show that you are
alone, you can have only pens/pencils and a few blank scratch papers with
your, and nothing under the table.

And they also need to ensure that you don’t have any extra softwares are
running in your computer.

Because it’s a tiresome but needed procedure and it might take up to 3
minutes or more for each individual to admitted into exam. So you need to
make an appointment within the time window when you register to the exam.

**Be enter the exam platform earlier.**